Combined multiple sequence reduced protein model approach to predict the tertiary structure of small proteins.
By incorporating predicted secondary and tertiary restraints into ab initio folding simulations, low resolution tertiary structures of a test set of 20 nonhomologous proteins have been predicted. These proteins, which represent all secondary structural classes, contain from 37 to 100 residues. Secondary structural restraints are provided by the PHD secondary structure prediction algorithm that incorporates multiple sequence information. Predicted tertiary restraints are obtained from multiple sequence alignments via a two-step process: First, "seed" side chain contacts are identified from a correlated mutation analysis, and then, the seed contacts are "expanded" by an inverse folding algorithm. These predicted restraints are then incorporated into a lattice based, reduced protein model. Depending upon fold complexity, the resulting nativelike topologies exhibit a coordinate root-mean-square deviation, cRMSD, from native between 3.1 and 6.7 A. Overall, this study suggests that the use of restraints derived from multiple sequence alignments combined with a fold assembly algorithm is a promising approach to the prediction of the global topology of small proteins.